Tommy's story
Tommy and I first started attending
NICE for weekly sessions when Tommy
was about 9 months old. The
conductors warmly welcomed us to the
group and have been a huge source of
advice and support ever since. The
weekly sessions have been intense at
times and have pushed Tommy to
develop physical, social and emotional
skills. The conductors allowed us to
borrow essential support aids including
supportive ankle boots and a standing
ladder to allow us to continue to
support Tommy in the best way at
home. Tommy developed physical skills
in crawling, kneeling, standing,
balancing and throwing as well as
developing his social skills through
group work and activities.
We were worried when Covid-19
restrictions came into place, both for
the health and safety of everyone and
also for Tommy’s ongoing development
now the sessions had been suspended
in line with government guidance. The
team of conductors and supporting
staff worked extra hard during this
time and quickly developed an adapted
a remote learning plan for us to access!
After just a short break from sessions
we were up and running with weekly
online sessions for the full 90-minute
duration.

A NICE Story

The conductors allowed us to borrow
further equipment during the closures;
parallel bars – and provided us with
ongoing specific advice to help develop
Tommy’s skills in physical movement but
also his global development. Without
the quick turnaround of the remote
sessions I feel as a family we would have
felt even more isolated, and fear that
Tommy’s global development would have
been hindered.

Without the quick
turnaround of the remote
sessions I feel as a family
we would have felt even
more isolated.
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Tommy's story
Thanks to ongoing support from the
NICE team Tommy continued to be
pushed and supported in his
development and he learned to
both walk unaided and walk up and
down stairs during the lockdown!
Tommy’s social interaction also
continued to be supported as he
saw familiar friendly faces through
the screen at the usual times each
week.

A NICE Story
continued...

Thank you to all conductors and
support staff working at
NICE – please keep going! Your hard
work, enthusiasm, commitment
and passion to support our
children’s development are
appreciated more than you know
and we couldn’t do it without you!

- Tommy's mum and dad

As a family we are so grateful to all
of the conductors and support staff
working at NICE and continue to be
impressed by their hard work,
commitment and dedication to
Tommy and all other children who
attend their setting, especially
throughout Covid times. Their
passion for and knowledge about
conductive education is
exceptional and they fill a large
gap of essential support that
unfortunately is not available
within universal health services.
We are so glad that we found NICE
and cannot express how valuable
their support is.
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